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When people should go to the book stores, search instigation by shop, shelf by shelf,
it is in reality problematic. This is why we provide the ebook compilations in this
website. It will categorically ease you to see guide Vampire Solstice Love Forever
as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in point of fact want, you
can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can
be all best place within net connections. If you take aim to download and install the
Vampire Solstice Love Forever, it is no question easy then, in the past currently we
extend the partner to buy and create bargains to download and install Vampire
Solstice Love Forever therefore simple!
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Magic, Spells and Potions DragonRising Publishing Contains numerous magic
spells. This book also teaches you how to make your very own custom power spells,
potions and much more. It tells how to: create charms and potions that work; and
create spells and curses, or work with the numerous samples provided for beginners.
The Vampire Archives The Most Complete Volume of Vampire Tales Ever
Published Vintage Crime/Black Lizard An extensive anthology compiles eighty
stories by genre masters from H. P. Lovecraft to Stephen King, in a volume that also
provides a comprehensive bibliography of vampire ﬁction. Once Upon the Longest
Night An Anthology of Romantic Vampire Stories The longest night. A
vampire's delight.The winter solstice is a time of birth and rebirth, life and death,
waning light and rising darkness. A time when those who ﬂee the sun and crave the
taste of blood ﬁnd their greatest solace.But one never knows what the longest night
might hold.Once Upon the Longest Night, a collection of adult paranormal romances,
features eight novelettes of lovers and their battles against one of the greatest
legends of our time: the vampire. A 15th-century seaman and the love of his life
come face to face with a vengeful manjasang. In ancient Rome, a hunted priestess
captured by a loyal centurion oﬀers her aid to the enemy. With the help of a
handsome Royal courier, a reluctant Romanian princess braves the curse ﬂowing
within her noble blood. Danger awaits when a vampire in the far reaches of North
Dakota must endure the lethal cold to protect the woman she loves. And in a future
New York, a broken general returns home for the Longest Night Ball where he meets
a young male witch who might change his life forever.This anthology combines
vampire mythos and aﬀairs of the heart with the sacred symbolism and magic of the
winter season.Sit back and let us tell you a tale. Welcome to the Longest Night. The
Queen of Wolves - A Vampire Dark Fantasy Epic Book Three of The
Vampyricon Alkemara Press In The Priest of Blood, a youth named Aleric became
falconer, then soldier — and ﬁnally, vampyre. In The Lady of Serpents, a dark queen
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rose to power among the frozen towers of her kingdom. And now, she seeks the Dark
Madonna from beyond the Veil. From New York Times bestselling author Douglas
Clegg comes the third book of the epic dark fantasy saga, The Vampyricon. In a
world of gods and monsters, love and betrayal, handmaidens of Death, terrifying and
beautiful vampyres, shapeshifting wolf women, shadow priests, epic battles, and
magniﬁcent underworld kingdoms, The Vampyricon concludes with a titanic battle
fought between the Queen of Wolves and Aleric, Falconer, the priest-king of the race
of vampyres. Praise for The Vampyricon: “Astonishing. Douglas Clegg writes
of…nightmares with such clarity and passion you don’t end up reading his books;
you end up drinking them in. The Priest of Blood is a bloody gem.” Christopher Rice,
New York Times bestselling author of The Vines and Heaven's Rise. "If you like Game
of Thrones and vampires, you're going to love The Vampyricon." - Robert Swartwood,
USA Today bestselling author of The Serial Killer's Wife and New Avalon. "A dark tale
of swords, sorcery, and vampires." -- Christine Feehan, NY Times bestselling author.
"Douglas Clegg has accomplished a rarity in the horror vein...This book will sink its
teeth into you" -- The Kansas City Star "Richly layered, beautifully rendered foray
into a past ﬁlled with sorcery and mystery -- and a rousing good story." -- Kelley
Armstrong, New York Times bestselling author Stunning...gives the iconic vampire a
massive makeover. -- Publishers Weekly, starred review. Discover Douglas Clegg's
ﬁction: Lights Out Neverland The Children’s Hour The Halloween Man You Come
When I Call You The Hour Before Dark Nightmare House Bad Karma Goat Dance
Breeder Afterlife Purity Dark of the Eye The Words Wild Things Red Angel Night Cage
Mischief The Inﬁnite The Abandoned The Necromancer Isis Naomi The Nightmare
Chronicles The Attraction Night Asylum The Priest of Blood The Lady of Serpents The
Queen of Wolves Summer Solstice Seduction On the shortest night of the year,
fae come out to play, vampires don't have much time, and werewolves howl at a full
moon. The summer solstice brings out witches, demons, vampires, shifters, and
supernatural creatures in a night of magic and mayhem. There are spells that can
only be cast or curses can only be broken on this one, enchanted night. If you dare,
follow the fae down a magical path but beware! You may get forever lost. Beyond
supernatural hijinx, there's seduction around every corner... Eleven brand new,
paranormal romances from both established authors and exciting new talent in this
single volume. Feel the supernatural heat - read it today. Catalyst Book 3 in the
bestselling Winter Solstice series! Back home from her ﬁrst mission, Solstice
confronts a scarier problem than a lizard the size of a garbage truck: immortality.
She won't exactly live forever, but ten thousand years isn't much diﬀerent. In the
blink of an eye to her, everyone she loves will be gone. Being the only elf in the
world is a lonely future, but at least she has her cat to talk to. Good thing he talks
back. Solstice doesn't have too long to mourn as someone thoughtfully sends a
magical assassin to take her mind oﬀ the family she'll eventually lose. She's fairly
certain the Ordo Sanguinem Aeternam didn't summon it since they're far too inept
for elder magic. Before she can ﬁgure out where it came from, her friend Jade asks
for help investigating a stolen mummy. Upon discovering the mummy stole itself,
she realizes New York is about to have a serious problem of the ancient kind if she
doesn't deal with it fast...and someone powerful still wants her dead. Between an
out-of-control mummy and a magical assassin, outliving her family is the least of
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Solstice's worries. Real Vampires Get Lucky Penguin Transforming a female loan
shark named Lucky into a vampire after ﬁnding the woman nearly dead following a
brutal attack, vampire Glory St. Clair begins to regret her actions when the
ﬂamboyant Lucky begins to attract every vampire hunter in the vicinity, not to
mention her would-be killer, who has discovered that his victim is still around.
Original. Glendrake Gatekeeper Press Sarah Menteith could no longer ignore the
haunting dreams of Drake the Earl of Glennis or the escalating mysterious events in
her daily life in San Francisco California. Compelled beyond reason she impulsively
travels to Loch Ness Scotland to Glendrake Castle to search for answers. Quickly she
is immersed in a parallel world of ancient myths and magic that co-exits alongside
the 21st century. She opens the door to her ancestry and then her heart when she
discovers her love Drake is suspended in time as a vampire from an ancient 900
year old druid curse. Against all odds and with the help from the mystical wizard
Merlin they battle dangerous adversaries as they race to the summer solstice to
break the ancient curse. Snow Blood Season 3 Return to the paranormal world of
Brogio, the First Vampire.... Snow Blood, Kindred dog of Brogio, the ﬁrst Vampire,
has faced dangers and intrigues alongside his Master - defeating the threats that
assault them time and time again. Now, another evil looms, one more powerful and
daunting than any they have known before. This time, the threat may separate him
from all he loves... forever. While ﬁghting for the existence he has grown to love,
Snow Blood is challenged to prevent a plan to enslave his family and the entire
vampire nation. As Snow Blood's pack struggles to uncover a mysterious
disappearance, a hidden truth about Kane, Brogio's eldest blood son, is revealed.
Now only Kane is able to prevent their impending fate and reunite them all. The
Blazing Trilogy The Blazing: a Vampire Story the Awakening: the Blazing
Book Two the Rising: the Blazing Book Three Xlibris Corporation THE BLAZING
Richard is a vampire. Viveca is the dream walker warrior who can save him. The
Blazing is the cure, but it comes with a terrible risk. Can Viveca and Richard ﬁnd a
way through it without it costing them their lives or the love they have come to
share? THE AWAKENING Richard is human again but Viveca sacriﬁced so much to
save him. Can she ﬁnd a way back to the warrior she once was? Forces of darkness
are gathering in number and an enemy awakens. Can Viveca and Richard ﬁnd the
strength they need to ﬁght it? THE RISING Viveca might lose Richard. The vampire
returned and now there are two spirits at war within him. Something is happening to
Richard. The rising is upon him and it comes with a power he must learn to control if
he’s to protect everyone he loves. Soulstice Luna's Dream eBookIt.com LUNA'S
DREAM is the ﬁrst installment in the thrilling teen romance and action packed saga
between 15-year old vampire and social outsider, Luna Tremaine and 16-year old
closet introvert turned star quarterback, Paul James. Dangerous desires put their
young love and the loyalty of family and close friends to the ultimate test with Luna's
and Paul James' forbidden mingling of vampires and humans; breaking an eons old
vampire code. The danger explodes when a trio of deadly and "vicious" teen vampire
cheerleaders from powerful vampire families, the "Killer Bees," set their bloodlust
onto the prize of Luna's, Paul James. Luna and best friend Lily Burgoyne take that
danger to unbelievable heights in the thrilling climax of SOULSTICE: LUNA'S DREAM.
Uncle Cheroot iUniverse Turtle Southton meets her uncle Cheroot for the ﬁrst time
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when he visits her parents modest farm, located in the beautiful Cotswolds of
England. She does not know that their visitor isnt really human, although she does
suspect that there is something worryingly strange about him. Uncle Cheroot, it
seems, is in love with Turtles mother, Julia, and is determined to make her like him
through a mysterious blood exchange ritual. He returns to the farm over a period of
several years, often involved in adventures with the locals. When Cheroot ﬁnally
realizes that he will never change Julia, he leaves, and the family soon learns of his
death in a plane crash. Shortly thereafter, however, Turtle ﬁnds her uncles diary and
discovers the truth about him: he has lived for centuries as a hybrid vampire and a
powerful Druid warlock. Whats more, Turtle realizes that she too has the giftor
curseof longevity through an unplanned exchange of blood with her uncle. This
revelation sets her on a path that will change her existence forever. In this novel, a
young woman inadvertently inherits the gift of longevity from her uncle, a hybrid
vampire and Druid mystic who has long been in love with her mother. Catalina,
Queen of the Nightlings The Final Forever Luminosity Publishing Adventures of
a Sexy Seductress In a world where monsters dwell in the shadows, one woman
dares to walk in the light. When Catalina chose a small blue planet to hold a galactic
Olympiad over two thousand years ago, she never dreamed she would one day rule
over its inhabitants. Now, after all the war and strife she has endured all she wants
to do is live a life of love and pleasure. Her only obstacle, a sinister Council who have
abandoned their charge and now threaten the livelihoods of the entire human race.
With a little help from her friends, Catalina has vowed to thwart the opposition and
bring peace, love, and seduction back into balance. Reader Advisory: Be forewarned,
the story within contains X-rated tales of a Nightling’s naughty escapades.
PUBLISHER NOTE: Sci-Fi Erotica. 35,000 words. The Vampire Viscount and the
Devil's Bargain Signet In The Vampire Viscount, an inquisitive beauty discovers the
reason behind her new husband's fear of daylight and his insatiable nocturnal urges,
and in The Devil's Bargain, a desperate gambler, in an attempt to restore his fortune,
sells his soul and the virtue of his betrothed to the devil. Original. The Suicide
Motor Club Penguin “Rising horror star”* Christopher Buehlman, author of The
Lesser Dead, returns with a chilling and thrilling tale of dark evil lurking on the
lonely, open road... Bram Stoker, quoting the ballad “Lenore,” said, “The dead travel
fast.” Those words have never rung more true... Remember that car that passed you
near midnight on Route 66, doing 105 with its lights oﬀ? You wondered where it was
going so quickly on that dark, dusty stretch of road, motor roaring, the driver
glancing out the window as he blew by. Did his greedy eyes shine silver like a
coyote’s? Did he make you feel like prey? You can’t remember now. You just saw the
founder of the Suicide Motor Club. Be grateful his brake lights never ﬂashed. Be
grateful his car was already full. They roam America, littering the highways with
smashed cars and bled-out bodies, a gruesome reﬂection of the unsettled sixties.
But to anyone unlucky enough to meet them in the lonely hours of the night, they’re
just a blurry memory. That is—to all but one... Two years ago, they left a witness in
the mangled wreck of her family car, her husband dead, her son taken. She
remembers their awful faces, despite their tricks and glamours. And she’s coming for
them—her thirst for vengeance even more powerful than their hunger for blood. On
the deserted highways of America, the hunters are about to become the hunted...
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War of Witches Gryfyn Publishing Vampires and werewolves ﬁnd revenge bites
back. I am Lysandra, and my mate and I are ﬂeeing the country. Romania has fallen
under Csar Dragomir’s domain, leaving us with one option; we must seek asylum in
Siberia, in a vampire coven that’s out of Dragomir’s reach. If we manage to get
there, we’ll be safe. But nowhere is safe. Valentina has summoned an army of
witches to bring me back to my father, so he can use me as a pawn for his own
twisted goals. To worsen things, Valentina has cast a curse upon the wolves. If a cure
is not found in time and the curse is allowed to run its course, it will be the end of
the shifters… and the end of Lisar. Can my love for Lisar withstand its greatest trial
yet? Or has our romance doomed what’s left of the pack? Bound by the Vampire
Queen Penguin His soul is hers for the asking, as the phenomenally arousing series
continues. Sworn to obedience, compelled by loyalty, and threatened with
damnation for betrayal, Jacob is Lady Lyssa's vampire servant. But as Lyssa
struggles with the powers that have come alive in her paternal Fae blood, she is
challenged by two deadly enemies. Teeth Vampire Tales Harper Collins The ﬁrst
bite is only the beginning. Twenty of today's favorite writers explore the
intersections between the living, dead, and undead. Their vampire tales range from
romantic to chilling to gleeful—and touch on nearly every emotion in between. Neil
Gaiman's vampire-poet in "Bloody Sunrise" is brooding, remorseful, and lonely.
Melissa Marr's vampires make a high-stakes game of possession and seduction in
"Transition." And in "Why Light?" Tanith Lee's lovelorn vampires yearn most of all for
the one thing they cannot have—daylight. Drawn from folk traditions around the
world, popular culture, and original interpretations, the vampires in this collection
are enticingly diverse. But reader beware: The one thing they have in common is
their desire for blood. . . . OAK Chapultepec Press ***This book was previously
published as The Oak King**** Twice each year, Aine Murphy ventures into the
woods to hold ceremonies to honor the Oak King and the Holly King, never dreaming
these Lords of the Forest could be anything more than myth. When the legends
spring to life in front of her, how can she help but fall for the sexy demi-gods she’s
loved all her life? From midwinter to midsummer, Fionn O’Dair rules the Greenworld
as the Oak King—a role he feels is beyond his abilities, and one that dooms him to a
loveless future, forever craving the one man he can never allow himself to have.
How can he resist what Aine oﬀers—the sweet devotion that soothes his aching soul,
and the slim chance to live a “normal” life as her husband, if only for half a year?
Holly King Kieran Mac Cuilenn never desired a human lover—until now. Seeing Fionn
and Aine together ﬁlls him with longing for the love he threw away and awakens
feelings he thought he’d buried with the last Oak King. Is there enough magic in the
solstice to correct the mistakes he made years ago? Or is he doomed to be forever
left out in the cold? A Grave Girls' Getaway NYLA A thrilling novella in the Night
Huntress series from USA Today bestselling author, Jeaniene Frost. Vampire Cat
Crawﬁeld Russell is looking forward to a little down time with her best friend, Denise.
But when witches crash the party, a fun getaway turns into a paranormal showdown.
Vampire Cat Crawﬁeld is experiencing a new role as a mother. Turns out, trying to
manage a perfect domestic life for her daughter is more...challenging than Cat ever
imagined. Since things have ﬁnally quieted down in the undead world, her husband,
Bones, suggests that Cat recharge by spending a girls-only getaway with her best
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friend, Denise. Cat and Denise intend to spend the week doing nothing more than
dancing, drinking, and sightseeing. Unfortunately, they stumble across a deadly
summer solstice ritual performed by powerful witches who have no intention of
letting their uninvited guests live to reveal what they saw. Will this girls-only
getaway turn out to be the last vacation – ever! – for Cat and Denise? *Previously
published in the Hex on the Beach anthology* Wanting a Witch A Winter Solstice
Romance Lauren Connolly When a vampire moves in with a witch, the holiday gets
more interesting. Keta Latimer returned to her hometown with a mission, only to get
sidetracked by a gorgeous witch. Unfortunately, Keta’s past has taught her that
witches and vampires don’t mix, so she puts her romantic hopes aside. Still, when
the magical woman oﬀers her spare bedroom as a temporary place to crash, Keta
ﬁnds herself getting cozy with her new roommate and maybe overstaying her
welcome. Roe Fowler never thought the woman she saved six years ago would
reappear on her doorstep looking like a golden goddess and oﬀering heartfelt
thanks. Roe should have accepted the kind words and waved goodbye. Instead, she
invites the vampire into her home. The newcomer’s daily presence brings Roe joy,
but she senses there are wounds beneath Keta’s skin that even her witchy healing
powers can’t ﬁx. As the Winter Solstice approaches, the tension between the two
paranormal housemates increases. On the longest night of the year, a vampire and a
witch will have to confront a painful past and choose whether to let the magic of Yule
forge a lasting connection or part when the sun rises. Love 'n Lies Champagne
Books Leticia is a vampire, and she’s just woken from a year long slumber to the
unpleasant surprise that she has put on some pounds. A ridiculous thought, but her
clothes don’t lie. So Letty sets out to lose some weight, does a little shopping and
then goes out to see what’s changed in the year she’s been asleep. Being a titch
lonely, one of her friends suggest a cat, so she ﬁnds one at a shelter and adopts it.
However, when she gets the cat home he acts a bit un-catlike. Especially when he
turns into a hunky human male cursed by a nasty wizard. Unfortunately, by turning
Justin back to human Letty is now a target as well, and her comfy life is about to turn
upside down. Standing Tall at the Dawn Draft2digital The enemy has raised the
stakes, and now Elaina could lose her mates, her magic... even her life. On the night
of the summer solstice, the shapeshifters of the Stolby tribe suﬀered a tragedy no
one could have expected. Athanos, an ancient enemy, has returned, leading a pack
of twisted followers to war and spreading a malevolent insanity to their victims.
They've already claimed one of Elaina's mates; if she can't ﬁnd a way to heal the
madness, she'll lose Gavri-and countless others-forever.But no one has ever
recovered from the curse of the skinwalker. While Elaina prepares to defy impossible
odds once again, Athanos issues a simple demand: she can give up the blessing of
shapeshifter's magic and leave Siberia, and her mates, forever, or his skinwalkers
will rampage on until every last member of her tribe is dead. If you enjoy Merry
Gentry, Immortals After Dark, or The Southern Vampire Mysteries, you'll love this
new high-heat, reverse harem romance. Start this new paranormal romance trilogy
today! Shadows Beneath the Falling Snow: An Elven King Prequel Story
(Elven King Series) Fantastical Press A holiday novella set two thousand years
before the events chronicled in Claimed by the Elven King. Originally published in the
Kiss of Christmas Magic anthology. Contains strong adult content and language.
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When an unprecedented visit from the Supreme Elven King, Kirion, disrupts elven
princess Miriel's usual plans during the winter solstice, rumors of a courtship are the
least of her worries when a single touch by the powerful king could reveal a secret
she and her family have desperately kept for over a hundred years. However, King
Kirion has a few revelations of his own that could also change Miriel's life forever.
Keywords: free, freebie, free ebook, free paranormal romance, free fantasy romance,
free romance, elven romance, elf romance, fated mates romance, free book, fae
romance, age gap romance Wild Knight Independently Published In a world of
darkness where royal vampires are in charge, I spend my days working as a knight in
the city formerly known as London. Instead of a lance and a horse, I rely on my
trusty axe, Babe, and ride the occasional dragon. Every day new threats emerge that
require a dash of magic and a dollop of attitude. Good thing I have both. Naturally
danger comes with the territory. What no one knows is just how dangerous it is for
me. If our vampire overlords discover what I am, they'll execute me on the spot-no
questions asked-which is why I avoid them at all costs. Until now. If only this one
didn't have a lethal reputation, a princely pedigree, and a quest that leads to more
questions than answers. The heat between us doesn't help matters. Unfortunately I
can't refuse a royal command, so I'm stuck until the job is complete. And even if the
job doesn't kill me, the truth just might. Wild Knight, Midnight Empire: The Tower is
the ﬁrst book in a 4-book urban fantasy series. The Devouring Little, Brown Books
for Young Readers When Reggie ﬁnds an old journal and reads about the Vours,
supernatural creatures who feast on fear and attack on the eve of the winter solstice,
she assumes they are just the musings of some lunatic author. But soon, they
become a terrifying reality when she begins to suspect that her timid younger
brother might be one of their victims. Risking her life and her sanity, Reggie enters a
living nightmare to save the people she loves. Can she devour own her fears before
they devour her? Bone-chilling, terrifying, thrilling...what are you waiting for? Blood
Ties Book One: The Turning Harlequin I'm no coward. I want to make that
perfectly clear. But after my life turned into a horror movie, I take fear a lot more
seriously now. I ﬁnally became Dr. Carrie Ames just eight months ago. Then I was
attacked in the hospital morgue by a vampire. Just my luck. So now I'm a vampire,
and it turns out I have a blood tie to the monster who sired me. The tie works like an
invisible leash and I'm bound to him no matter what I do. And of course he's one of
the most evil vampires on earth. With my sire hell-bent on turning me into a soulless
killer and his sworn enemy set to exterminate me, things couldn't get much worse —
except I'm attracted to them both. Drinking blood, living as an immortal demon and
being a pawn between two warring vampire factions isn't exactly how I'd imagined
my future. But as my father used to say, the only way to conquer fear is to face it. So
that's what I'll do. Fangs bared. Evermore Academy: Spring Welcome to Evermore
Academy where the magic is dark, the immortals are beautiful, and being human
SUCKS.My name is Summer Solstice and this is going to be my year. Except, in the
Everwilde, nothing ever goes according to plan. When the Spring Court heir joins the
academy, he traps me in a cutthroat game of bargains and deception in an eﬀort to
ruin Valerian. Worse, someone is using an army of darklings to gather magical items
that could raise the Darken and change the fate of the Fae courts--and the human
world--forever.Forces are gathering. Sides are being chosen. To stand any chance of
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saving humanity, I must ﬁnally accept the soulbond with Valerian. But what if he's
not truly capable of love?If you love reading about fated mates, enemies-to-lovers,
snarky heroines, and everything Fae, then one click today and fall into this magical
new series that's being called Vampire Academy meets The Cruel Prince! Winter
Solstice Macmillan In Winter Solstice Rosamunde Pilcher brings her readers into the
lives of ﬁve very diﬀerent people.... Elfrida Phipps, once of London's stage, moved to
the English village of Dibton in hopes of making a new life for herself. Gradually she
settled into the comfortable familiarity of village life -- shopkeepers knowing her
tastes, neighbors calling her by name -- still she ﬁnds herself lonely. Oscar Blundell
gave up his life as a musician in order to marry Gloria. They have a beautiful
daughter, Francesca, and it is only because of their little girl that Oscar views his
sacriﬁced career as worthwhile. Carrie returns from Austria at the end of an ill-fated
aﬀair with a married man to ﬁnd her mother and aunt sharing a home and
squabbling endlessly. With Christmas approaching, Carrie agrees to look after her
aunt's awkward and quiet teenage daughter, Lucy, so that her mother might enjoy a
romantic ﬂing in America. Sam Howard is trying to pull his life back together after his
wife has left him for another. He is without home and without roots, all he has is his
job. Business takes him to northern Scotland, where he falls in love with the lush,
craggy landscape and set his sights on a house. It is the strange rippling eﬀects of a
tragedy that will bring these ﬁve characters together in a large, neglected estate
house near the Scottish ﬁshing town of Creagan. It is in this house, on the shortest
day of the year, that the lives of ﬁve people will come together and be forever
changed. Rosamunde Pilcher's long-awaited return to the page will warm the hearts
of readers both old and new. Winter Solstice is a novel of love, loyalty and rebirth.
The Bloodbound Penguin Of all those in the King of Alden’s retinue, the
bloodbinders are the most prized. The magic they wield can forge invaluable
weapons, ones that make soldiers like Lady Alix Black unerringly lethal. However, the
bloodbinders’ powers can do so much more—and so much worse… A cunning and
impetuous scout, Alix only wishes to serve quietly on the edges of the action. But
when the king is betrayed by his own brother and left to die at the hands of
attacking Oridian forces, she winds up single-handedly saving her sovereign.
Suddenly, she is head of the king’s personal guard, an honor made all the more
dubious by the king’s exile from his own court. Surrounded by enemies, Alix must
help him reclaim his crown, all the while attempting to repel the relentless tide of
invaders led by the Priest, most feared of Oridia’s lords. But while Alix’s king
commands her duty, both he and a fellow scout lay claim to her heart. And when the
time comes, she may need to choose between the two men who need her most…
The Return of the Light Twelve Tales from Around the World for the Winter
Solstice Da Capo Press This beautifully packaged collection of 12 stories from
around the world honor the Winter Solstice, the shortest day and longest night of the
year that is revered worldwide. Illustrations. Shadows Beneath the Falling Snow
(an Elven King Prequel Story) When an unprecedented visit from the Supreme
King, Kirion, disrupts elven princess Miriel's usual plans during the winter solstice, it's
the least of her worries when a single touch by the powerful king could reveal a
secret she and her family have desperately kept for over a hundred years. However,
King Kirion has a few revelations of his own that could also change Miriel's life
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forever. A holiday tale set two thousand years before the events chronicled in
Claimed by the Elven King. Originally published in the Kiss of Christmas MagicBox
Set. Contains strong sexual content and is intended for readers 18+. Basic Witch
Totally Entwined Group (USA+CAD) FROM EXCITING ROMANCE AUTHOR KATY
HUNTER Book one in the Half Blood series Sometimes being an angel can be
devilish... Cal has problems...man problems. A torrid aﬀair with Travis, a six-foot sex
demon, has the celestial beings in a tizzy and she has been forced to make amends.
That's the issue with having an angel for a dad. There are certain expectations—not
to mention the fact that she's also sharing her bed with a rather delicious warlock,
Max. All she has to do is round up a few troublesome vampires and a rotten demon
here or there and her work is done. Or so she thinks... Redressing the Solstice
Ukiyoto Publishing "After the chaos, will there be light? After the love, will there be
pain? Losing those who you must lose, yet do we really need to lose them? She
thought that everything couldn't be better, her being an Alpha female, Zette Aguhar
was living the wild and free life; it was going quite well for her. Not until she met
him, a stubborn vampire king called Pride. Pride Dominique Valov was one deadly
king of the vampires, wherein he ruled with his name-- Pride indeed. He was the
third deadly king that needs to be tamed. Under his father’s orders, his Pride took
over, country after country. They're both immortal yet their worlds could never be
the same; not only is the world really small, but it had destined two hearts as one.
Knowing that they were born in the opposite race, they were both destined to kill
each other in order to rule. In the middle of the dilemma, chaos happened. A wolf,
And a vampire. Would they change the tale?" Captive Beautiful Monsters
Matthew Callahan has spent seven years struggling against the insatiable hunger for
blood consuming him. Unable to stop the vampire inside from preying on humans, he
keeps himself conﬁned to a lonely existence. Everything changes the night he is
lured into a trap and taken prisoner by High Lord General Tarrick-a seductive incubus
who feeds oﬀ sexual energy. Forced into the middle of a war between vampires and
incubi, Matthew is used as a weapon against his own kind. Although he's desperate
for freedom, he is unable to deny the burning desire drawing him to the incubus
general he now calls Master. The Wolves of Midwinter The Wolf Gift Chronicles
Anchor The tale of The Wolf Gift continues . . . In Anne Rice’s surprising and
compelling best-selling novel, the ﬁrst of her strange and mythic imagining of the
world of wolfen powers (“I devoured these pages . . . As solid and engaging as
anything she has written since her early Vampire Chronicles ﬁction”—Alan Cheuse,
The Boston Globe; “A delectable cocktail of old-fashioned lost-race adventure, shapeshifting, and suspense”—Elizabeth Hand, The Washington Post), readers were
spellbound as Rice conjured up a daring new world set against the wild and
beckoning California coast. Now in her new novel, as lush and romantic in detail and
atmosphere as it is sleek and steely in storytelling, Anne Rice takes us once again to
the rugged coastline of Northern California, to the grand mansion at Nideck Point,
and further explores the unearthly education of her transformed Man Wolf. The novel
opens on a cold, gray landscape. It is the beginning of December. Oak ﬁres are
burning in the stately ﬂickering hearths of Nideck Point. It is Yuletide. For Reuben
Golding, now infused with the Wolf Gift and under the loving tutelage of the
Morphenkinder, this promises to be a Christmas like no other . . . The Yuletide
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season, sacred to much of the human race, has been equally sacred to the Man
Wolves, and Reuben soon becomes aware that they, too, steeped in their own
profound rituals, will celebrate the ancient Midwinter festival deep within the verdant
richness of Nideck forest. From out of the shadows of Nideck comes a
ghost—tormented, imploring, unable to speak yet able to embrace and desire with
desperate aﬀection . . . As Reuben ﬁnds himself caught up with—and drawn to—the
passions and yearnings of this spectral presence, and as the swirl of preparations
reaches a fever pitch for the Nideck town Christmas festival of music and pageantry,
astonishing secrets are revealed; secrets that tell of a strange netherworld, of spirits
other than the Morphenkinder, centuries old, who inhabit the dense stretches of
redwood and oak that surround the magniﬁcent house at Nideck Point, “ageless
ones” who possess their own fantastical ancient histories and who taunt with their
dark magical powers . . . Smoother Than Spumoni The Wild Rose Press Inc Susie
Larkin is a dolphin shifter and heir to the humble Larkin's Dairy Dip on Seagrass
Island, FL. Pedaling ice cream from bicycle carts on the beach is just a steppingstone for this future CEO of a frozen confection empire—or so she hopes. Frank
Paulino Jr. receives his ﬁrst taste of freedom from Strawberry, KY in a summer
internship at Bart's Oyster bar. His pasta creations save the restaurant when red tide
poisons the fresh ﬁsh of the bay, making him the most popular werewolf on Seagrass
island. Frank and Susie uncover a conspiracy that threatens not only the wildlife of
the area, but also their lives. Can these two shifters put their ambitions aside long
enough to give their relationship a chance, or will Frank pay the ultimate price to
protect Susie and the island she loves? Love and Other Poems Copper Canyon
Press Alex Dimitrov’s third book, Love and Other Poems, is full of praise for the world
we live in. Taking time as an overarching structure—speciﬁcally, the twelve months
of the year—Dimitrov elevates the everyday, and speaks directly to the reader as if
the poem were a phone call or a text message. From the personal to the cosmos, the
moon to New York City, the speaker is convinced that love is “our best invention.”
Dimitrov doesn’t resist joy, even in despair. These poems are curious about who we
are as people and shamelessly interested in hope. A Werewolf to Call Her Own
Ecila Media Corp The ultra handsome beta of Novogrod pack, Maxim Ciolek is taking
a much needed vacation on Mystic Isle when a beautiful but shy vampiress catches
his eye. She deserves more than a one night stand and because that’s all he can
oﬀer her, he vows to leave her alone. Ceara Blackwell is eager to leave her sheltered
life behind and start knocking items oﬀ her bucket list. Item one: a ﬁrst kiss. But as
mysterious Maxim works his way into her heart, she wonders if she’s found a
forever-kind-of-love. But love isn’t easily claimed, even in paradise. Gothiniad
Lulu.com Gothiniad of Surazeus - Oracle of Gotha presents 150,792 lines of verse in
1,948 poems, lyrics, ballads, sonnets, dramatic monologues, eulogies, hymns, and
epigrams written by Surazeus 1993 to 2000.
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